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"If you are looking for a character like Jack Reacher or even Mitch Rapp, Jack Noble is your

guy!"Thin Line is USA Today bestselling author L.T. Ryan&apos;s gripping thriller featuring former

government assassin Jack Noble as he races from New York to Paris to Washington DC on the trail

of a rogue agent marked for termination. When friends can no longer be trusted, and enemies must

be, Noble is forced to make a decision that will compromise his integrity, his conscience, and his

life.Fans of Tom Clancy, Lee Child&apos;s Jack Reacher, Vince Flynn&apos;s Mitch Rapp, and

Robert Ludlum&apos;s Jason Bourne will enjoy this Jack Noble suspense thriller.The Jack Noble
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Thin Line is the latest in the Jack Noble thriller series by L.T. Ryan. I had gotten hooked on Ryan's

books with the Noble Intentions part of this series, and his latest doesn't disappoint. Thin Line is set

prior to the Noble Intentions series (Ryan tends to write books out of chronological order), but this

poses no problem as the book also works as a stand alone. The reader is immediately plunged into

the action as we follow Jack and his friend and fellow assassin, Bear, on a government issued hit on

a rouge operative. What they find is not what they expect, and then a mystery unfolds along with the

non stop action.Ryan has an excellent writing style that he uses to keep up his pulse pounding

action sequences along with what turn out to be very likable and engaging characters. Some very

bad things happen to his characters, and they way Ryan depicts it allows for a visual almost like a

movie playing out. This makes for the sort of reading experience where you are so immersed you

forget what room of the house you are in and are startled by the slightest noise. At least, that is what

it was like for me. This is one of those books that has stayed with me long after I have finished

reading, and I can't wait for the next one. Highly recommended.

I really like this author and had been meaning to read this book for too long, but do to some

surgeries, things took longer than expected. Once I got involved, I really couldn't put the book down.

"Thin Line " even took precedence to J.K. Rowling's latest book that I got for xmas. The story line

took some twists that you didn't see coming. Great characters. Great story! Keep em coming L.T

RYAN.

Jack Noble is one of those characters that will not let you take a breath similar to the scene in which

he is water boarded. L.T must identify quite well with that part of the Forces, like Seals or Delta

Force trained people but in the end it is a very well crafted PI story with a bit more bloody scenes. In

the end and after many deaths/murders you still like this character because he still seeks justice and

is willing to pay the price. The banter between Bear and Jack is also very believable. That there are

very dark forces in this world and usually in high places is another interesting twist, so you keep

cheering for Jack and I will keep reading whatever L.T. puts in front of me, although his Jack Noble

series is about as many I have read, six so far and lovin' it!

This thriller is as suspenseful as all the others in this series. It is a new story with betrayal, danger



and no way to determine who to trust. The characters, places and interactions all have a residual

odor of familiarity. Ryan does a great job of keeping things fresh with vivid descriptions and details.

Yet, I had a hard time at the end figuring out what had happened and why. I'm sure I will be visiting

Jack and Bear in more stories of suspense and danger. This book was equal to the other Jack

Noble books, but not better.

Jack Nobel, a former Marine, who was loaned out to the CIA, accepts an unusual assignment. The

target has no history at all! It turns out the target is a rogue agent. Jack is betrayed by a friend.

Frank, his boss, can't be trusted. Jack is pursued by CIA, FBI, and an old enemy. Jack and Bear trot

around the globe to France on this adventure. French Intelligence set Jack up. Jack can trust no

one but Bear! It ends up that a criminal gives Jack more information that his employer!This plot has

more twists and turns which are well written. The line between the "good guys and the bad guys",

are blurredto the point until it is difficult to tell the difference between them! Corrupt politicians and

clandestine organizationsin the U.S. governments blur the linefurther. I highly recommend this read!

Thank You!

Thin Line (Jack Noble) by L.T. RyanI enjoy Mr. Ryan's Jack Noble books. They seem to fulfill all my

expectations of what Black Ops must be like. The main characters start our thinking they should be

able to complete the mission with little trouble and then have to fight just to stay alive. Nothing is as

it should be, which keeps you turning the pages. The book is well written and balanced. Good Read.

I've read the first two book in the series and absolutely loved them. This one is way to slow to

develop. Basically no action through the first two thirds of the book. Too much detail and not enough

action. If this had been the first book of this series I read I would not have read anymore. Hopefully

the fourth book will get back to the action of the previous books. Some might consider the incident in

Paris action, but really, what did Jack do.

The story bounced around a little in the beginning. I took a while for me to realize the story had gone

back in time with a younger Jack Noble. It was nice to connect a few of the dots... Like when and

how the relationship started with "The Old Man"...All in all I enjoyed the read... I just wish the

present Jack would finally hook up with Clarissa and make it work...
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